
 

SASS/Drop off Zone/Drop off—Rules, Updated 21/2/13 

Banora Point Primary School 
Before / After School Safe Vehicle  

and Pedestrian Student Arrivals and Departures (22/2/13) 
 
Bus  
Students queue under the walkways adjacent to the library where they will be supervised. 
Students leave school via diagonal path to northern Pioneer Parade gate (next to staff car 
park gate) under the supervision of duty teachers. Buses park along the full frontage of the 
school on Pioneer Parade.  
 

Parent Waiting Areas 
Parents are requested to wait in HALL COLA adjacent to hall or in designated seats under 
Ivory Curl trees - not in walkways or in ASSEMBLY COLA. 
 

Drop-Off / Pick-Up and On-Site Car Park 
 
Guidelines 
 
The purpose of the parent drop-off and pick-up area 
is to separate school traffic from through traffic on 
Pioneer Parade and ensure safe and speedy arrivals 
and departures.  This facility has allowed the bus 
zone to be extended. 
Drivers are to form a queue and only drop off or pick 
up students when in the drop-off / pick-up zone.   
 
Students should not walk behind the vehicle at any 
time. School bags should be carried to the car and 
placed in cabin NOT in the boot  of car 
 
Students are required to enter and leave the vehicle 
through the safety door. That is, the door closest to 
the footpath. 
All drivers entering and leaving the drop off / car 
park area must by law give way to all vehicles and 
pedestrians.  
 
If the queue from the drop off / pick up zone  
extends to Pioneer  Parade, drivers are advised to 
queue along Pioneer Parade towards Banora Hills 
Drive and avoid blocking private driveways. 
Drivers approaching from Johnson Street or the 
north end of Pioneer Parade, should also join the end 
of the queue—NOT cut in front of the queue ie 
making a right hand turn into the drop off /pick up 
zone from Pioneer Parade is not permitted 
Vehicles exiting the car park should only turn left to 

ensure smooth traffic  flows. 

Parent should remain in car. Carry bag in car also 

No double parking or right-hand turns 



 

SASS/Drop off Zone/Drop off—Rules, Updated 21/2/13 

Afternoon Procedures 
  
All students will wait in the supervised L Block 
COLA area until directed to leave by 
supervising teacher. Families are required to 
display their identification and family name 
on one of the driver’s side windows as they 
enter drop-off zone to assist with smooth 
traffic flow.  
 
The driver must not leave the vehicle and is          
required to queue and shuffle into one of the 
six (6) vacant marked stations ahead of them 
until their child is in the car. Please stop as 
close to the car ahead as possible to facilitate 
six simultaneous loadings .  Cars are  required 
to turn left upon exiting the drop-off zone.  
 
Cars depart from the six stations in correct sequence.  If you need to secure seatbelts, please 
do so in the space in front of Station 1 so as to avoid slowing the  traffic flow. 
 
Any driver who parks in designated car parks in the drop-off area (as opposed to queuing 
drop-off zone) must remain parked until all drop-off cars have         departed (about 3.15pm). 
 

Student Pedestrians 
 
Student pedestrians have three options when leaving school each afternoon: 
 

 Rendezvous with parents  at either of the designated parent waiting areas (unless given 
permission to walk home unaccompanied), depart the school via main front gate, use 
pedestrian crossing to connect with Johnson Street or to walk north or south along 
Pioneer  Parade;  

 
 Rendezvous with parents at either of the designated parent waiting areas (unless given 

permission to walk home unaccompanied), depart school via main front gate and walk 
north or south along Pioneer Parade; 

 
 Depart school via laneway gate behind drop-off zone and either turn right into lane (to 

connect with Durigan Place) or left into lane and right at Pioneer Parade if travelling 
south along Pioneer Parade. 

 
NB Arrivals by any of the above routes should be done so in reverse order. 

 
Dean Files 
Principal  
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